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!<evin R. lIughes AUgust I 1986 7 Pa s 
Directed by: U. Red iela , C. ~rtraY I and J. Craig 
partnent of psycholony ~stern entucky vn iversity 
The purpose of this study was to aevelop and o!ovide construct 
validation evidence for tne cnildren' s ~cadelnic Motiva ion Inventorv 
(CAl~I) . The CAMI , the _Junior Index of Motivation SCal (JI'" Scale) , and 
tne Children ' s social Desi rability scale (CSUS ) re adr'lnistered to 534 
sixth- , seventh- , and elghth-grade students. Additionally , teacner-
assigned math grades ; total rrath and total readi ng scores fr t 
Kentucky Essential Skil ls Test ( KEST ); nd the Cognlt l v S ills Index 
(csIl frOl1, the Test a CO'1n itive Slnlls ce obta ined for cn 
pa rticipant. princi 1- n nts factor nalys13 with v rL x co atlon 
perforrrea on the CAM1 tten..,; nrodllced essentially one f ctor, nu tled 
academic acnlevenent tiva lon. coefficient alpha for the tot 1 a 1 
~dS . 92 . The al~la coef f Lcients for tne t 1 rooosed fa tors a ne 
CAMI ranqed frorn . 50 to .67. Steowis n~ltiple ceoression naly is s 
pe rfonnerl using total CAl I scores as Lfle critenon vanable . Jt Scale 
scores; csoo scores ; tea~ner-assiqn .nath gr des ; total t h a. 
reading scores rom the K£~~; and CSI scores functioned as the pr ictor 
variables . Stepwise rwltlple regression indicated that the ca ' ination 
viii 
DE JIM Scale scores , teacher-assigned math grades, ~s scores, and 
total reading achievement scores provided the best predictlon model (or 
total CAMI scores 1~2 = .18) . JIM Scale scores entered the equation 
Eirst If = 60.969 ; df = I , 407; E < . 001) ; t~acher-assigned math ryrades 
entered second IP = 20.348; df = I , 407; E < .001); csns scores entered 
third If = 6 . 104; df = I , 407; E < . 05) ; and total re ding acnieverrent 
scores entered las~ If = 4.667; ~ = I, 407; E < . 05). JI~ SCale scores 
were selected Eor evidence of convergent validlty. CSOS scores re 
selected for evidence of discriminant valldity. The reqression analysis 
derrons trated that the CAMI has convergent validity ith regard to the 
JIM Scale ; discriminant validity with respect to the CSDS; ano 
sensitivity to group differences with respect to the teacher-asslgned 
math qrades , tne CSI scores, and total reading nd matn scores from the 
KEST. Pearson product -moment correlation coefficl nts were also 
~~ted to aid interpr tatioo of the st ise lIlUltiple regr ssion 
results . The correla tions bet n total CAl11 scores nd e ch of the 
predictor varIables were: JIM Scale Scores Ir ~ . 35, < .00l) , 
teach r-assigned math grades Ir = • 3, E < .001), csns cores (r = .13, 
E < . 001 ), Cognitive Skills Inrlex Ir .. . 19 , < . 001) , otal reading 
achievement scores f rOlll the KE~'T Ir .. . 22 , < . 001) , nil to 1 th 
achievement scores from the '(CST Ir = .11, E < . 05) . '!'h is investlgation 
provides evidence to support the construct validity of the 0-"'1 . 
Implications for Euture research are diSCUSsed . 
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CHAPTD! I 
Introouction 
Academic achievement , whether measured via standardized ests or 
t~acher-assigned grades , is influenced by many factors, one of whlCh is 
academic achievement IOOti vation. Acackmic achievement tivatioo, which 
refers to a student ' s motivation to succeed in a classroom, is dis inct 
frofl, general motivation and achievement lootivation. The concept of 
"lI£>tivation " is general ; it includes the IOOtives for all beha ior, 
including achievement IOOti vation. The concept of achieveu.ent motiva lon 
refer s to the fl£>tivation to achieve in any setting (e.g., enucatioo, 
vocation , music , athletics, or politics). Therefore, cade!111C 
achievement motivation is a cOi1~nt of achiev nt tivatioo. 
generally hay CUriously , attempts to predict ca~~ic chiev'ewent 
not included measurps of ae lic achiev nt 
are usually ~sed on standardized t St scores 
tivation. Also, studles 
icn y not provlde the 
best indication of ac dernic chiev . nt i tlva ion . PreOu: 100.6 of 
academic achievement ann/or classroon, rformance (i.e. , t cher-
assigned grades) usual l y ~ave been based only on asures of 
intelligence nO/or previous c d roic (e.g. , Hdle , 1978; 
Hart ledge & Boon , 1977) . The re rted coer latlOn bet n pt1tude 
( usually lIIeasured by intel! i9 nee tests) arv' Cd ic achlev nt 
( usually J1E!asured by chievt!lI1E!nt tests) h ve generally r nged from .5v 
to .75 (Cole, 1974). Therefore , a sizable rtion of the varlabillty 
1 
2 
in academic achiev ,rent (approXlmatel y 44 to 75 ) , as 
sured by 
s ta,.dardizerl achievement tests , is uOPxplaioed (Cole , 1974) by revlOUS 
stanriardized achlevenent test Scores and/or in elligence tes t SOCr s. 
A lnaJor reason ..my the construct ic achie t 
notivation generally has not been incl ed In studies signeo to 
predlct academic achievement, as sured by standardi z t 
tests and/or teac r-assigned grades , has 
that reliably and v lidly .:JE!asures cadel!lic 
n t hat no ulStr nt 
ct11.ev'aJlf!flt tlv tlOn . 
IS 
Many eucren instruments were designed to sure a 
(e. g . , ~cClelland , Atkinson, Clark , , Lowell , 1953) rather t 
IV ion 
to 
specifically measure cademlc act1l v n tl atlOn. In 
instr 
nts , achievenent motivation i s asured s part of 
y 
bl"oader 
conceDt (i. e . , rsonality). Instr for 1 h 1 ::i 
are inappropri t for asurtng those fae ors t t lly 
influence level of act1t t need or lV Ion schoo 
chlldr n nd Oolesoen s . All existing instr nta I te 
P6YChalletric pc rt i s or ce arch and Illlj pucpJ6Ol~S 
Therefore , the pur 0 this study dev lop prOVl 
valida ion evidenc for n Instr nt ( i ., ' s IC 
f1otivation lnv ntory) to 
sure the x ~nt to 1Ch chIld ren r 
t o chieve in alca'IlelI,IC nVir'OI'1l1l1f''I1ts , s .r 
$tanrlacdized chleven nt tests M/or t 
iostcUJnent, Unlike XiStl ng iostc 
only the construct of c demic ar l 
ts , .. s Sl o ( ) sure 
tlvatlon, (b) pc ide 
singl e asure (i.a., 
chi nt I at on , (e) 
ceflect the hypothesiZed rwltH ceted nature of c olchie if'I'lt 
Jro tivation , and (d) be sui bl for valid and rell Ie use with childr n 
3 
for both research and decision-making purposes. Some practical 
implicatlons of the CAMI include the prediction of classroom chievement 
(i.e. , teacher-assigned grades) , which compliments standardized 
achievement tests and tests of intelligence: and the prediction of 
achievement motivation differences across populations (e.g., ~ic 
underachievers vs. achievers). 
Theories of aca 
of psychoanalytic , 
L'a,,?'. o.il II 
L1t c ture R vi 
lC ach1ev'-""'''' 1va lon haV reflect 
havioral, and cogm i 
en 
motivation nd achiev 
roo lvation and gen ral 
nt !IOtlvation. 
t1V tlon nit e n thE'Or 1 ca 11 y COflC'>l: t ua 11 Z 
as llrlC()(\SCiOUS processes ( ,q., lell ~t al., 1~S3: HUrra , 
) 
and as pneno.l na unrct coqm tl e COt!tcol ( 
1972 , lY80) . ~ecay nM lellaoo 1. 
to lva ion 'la lncluded a.I>~~>!;1on.s fr t 
of lor. ~tr y ~ ~1~11~ 
achl e .en (n Ach) s n uncoo.sc 1 
excellence a concern oc 
AtKln50n (1 41 I nee 
the psycnoanal t.1C theory _ltn the 1 • of 
1e rn1l'19 rl s 0 lop CIllO 
't.klnsOl'l )r t.nat H1l" 1 V 1 1 01 n 10 
, 
I. e 
nc:y to tt. 
(liunf c 
0 1 
1\ cnr. 
4: 1oee. 
ryof 
1 
{c 
t 
or 
to 
s 0 
1 
101'1. 
1 
1 
lluce. 1..J. ~ ~:..l ':. 
to pproaco :3Uccess tt" n 0 
10 .. cnle r,; 'l4 to st.r~r I o nl ,n 4C 
U~ r .. 0 
fallure. ,t lnson felt n tl 
1 r~..ult 
t'ltlon 1 confllC n 
i e.lr' of fallure. .. 
• 
str~r'l<1 :1S 0 n Inc lVI Zll ',;p 
100 (e.': •• t. 
5 
from he possihility of failure) will determine whether that individual 
is motivated to approach succes ' or avoid failure. Atkinson made the 
3asulnption that all indivi .uals hav~ both the mo ive to achieve success 
and the motive to avoid failure. IlIlPlications of Atldnson's work for 
the present study are that indivirluals 'Jho expect to succeed at a tasK 
a~)roach success and are, therefore , likely to be successful. On the 
other hanO , individual s who expect to fail at a task avoid failure and 
are , thus , less likely to he successful. 
Weiner (1972) took A kinson's theory of achieve nt ,uotivation a 
step further by combining the emotional and reinforcement a ts (Le., 
moti ve to approach success and tne rrotive to void failure) 0 
achievement rrotivation theory witn the cognitive elements of attribution 
theory. weiner found that inOividuals rrotivated t ard success nade 
diffe rent causal attCLbutions (or success nd failutt! th n indiViduals 
noO tivat to void failure. Por exarrple, students luotivated t rd 
success attribute success to a combination of ability and ort. 
pailure is attributed to a lack of effort. the 0 her . 00 , s uoents 
lfoOtivaten to avoicl ailure attClbute success to task ease, luc , or the 
generosity of the t ac r. pailure is rc ived 5 iog caus hy 
lack of ability. weiner 's theory of lioOtiva lon h 5 in hcations for the 
curr nt s tudy hecause indivlduals make predictable causal attributl~1S 
for success and failure based u 
successes and failures. 
erroOtions associated ith previous 
Measures of Achievement Me ivat ion 
Several instruments have oeen d veloped to sure achiev t 
ll00tivation. Instruments may he generally classified as dult or 
children ' s measures of achieveluent JToOtivation. Ex ropl 5 of current 
6 
measu res of achievement rrotivation are reviewed below. 'lllese 
i .st rurrents are placed n one of two categories: Adult asures of 
achievement rrotivation or children's measu res of achievement motivation. 
Inst rumenls suitable for use with both adults and children are described 
with regard to the group with whom the instrurrent is most often used . 
More instrwnents have oeen devel to reasure the construct of 
aChievement lnotivation in adults than have been developed to sure 
achievement rnoti vat ion in children. Most of the instruments designed 
for use with children have been modeled after adult asures 0 
aChievement rnot ivation or represent down ~rd extensions of instr~nents 
designed for arlults . 
Adult Measures of Achievenent Motiv ion . 'llle adult asures of 
achievement notivation reV iewed for the pur es of this study re 
chosen based upon the preva lence of each instrw. nt 1n the literature 
and/or the unique nature of th instr~1! nt. Most instrw nts are ei thee 
pro jective or self-report questionnaires. Roth of hese t s of 
instrwlents pose reli bility problen~ . Instruments currently avail le 
for use wit h rlul s re char cterized by one or re of tne foIl inq 
orobleTs: (a) Th instrwnent as desiqned for u lth rlults and l~, 
therefore , of limiten usefulness with school-aged st nts; (b) the 
instrument was d signed to J asure a ~ll.Icn be der construct than 
acnievenent 100 ivation, 1. ., rsonallty; (c) th instrw t r 
a na rrow conceptualizat1on 0 n Ach which is char cteriz s 1 
inte rnal, unconscious drive w~ich results in a t n ncy to strive for 
excel l ence no a conee'n fo r CQl t ition; no Id\ r search on the 
instrument offers little evid nee of reliability, validity, nd/or 
generalizability across popul tions, ther by indicating that the 
in~t runent may be inadequate ior research and/or decision-making 
purposes . 
The most widely used anult measure of n ~ch i s the Thematic 
7 
Apperception Test (Murray , 1943). The Thematic Apperception Test (T~T) 
is a projective technique consisting of 19 black and whlte cards , each 
of which depicts an ambi~uOUS scene. The examinee is asked to write or 
tell stories that describe th picture on each caro . The ass~~ion is 
made that the examinee will pro ject his or he r a~ feelings and thoUghts 
into the story . McClel land e al . (1953) devised a procedure to score 
the achievement-related "fantasy" stories creatPd by part lcipants for 
s vera l of the TAT pictures . ~ disadvant e of thp T T is the lengtny 
KXlnt of time required for the administration and scorinq of the 
instrument . A major prebl with t he u of he T~T 5 a, asure of 
achievement motivation 15 the definition of 
employed (i.e ., an unconsciou ncy 0 t c 
otivation 
to 
excellence nd a concern for tition). r.i v n thlS v ue iniuon 
of achievenen· motiv ticn , MoCl 11 nd nd his ia es 
failed to sample vast portion of he nOt in of f ors 
influenc an ind ividu 1' 5 fl tivation to Chl VP. need or 
achievement represents n nt actor ithin th construct of 
ve 
lch 
achievement n.ot lV tion . bu does not constitu e achiev nt motivatlon. 
Another preble", wi th the T~'r is tha t it s not sic for u.se 
with children . A w rd extension of th T~T , the Children' s 
Apperception Test (gellack llack , 1950) has been develo. for use 
theoretical and psych t ric orobl 
with children . 
exist for the Children' rc tion Test (CAT) as exist or t TAT. 
As i s true with th TAT, t n or achiev nt is d fined s an 
8 
unconscious tend ncy to att ch i n{X>rtance to excellence and a concern 
for c tition . Simi lar to h 'rAT, little evidence of reliability and 
valiriity exists for th CAT. 
A multiple choice version of the TAT, the Iowa Picture 
Interpre lItion Test (I PIT ) was developed by Hu rley (1955). The IPIT is 
advantageous over he TAT because of greater ease in administration. 
Six-wee~, test-retest reliability coefficients for the four subscales of 
the IPIT were Achieve nt Iffagery . 52 ; Insecurity . 46 : Alandness .57; 
and Hostility . 54 . Internal consistency coefficients for the four 
factors were : Achievement Imagery .34; Insecurity . 15 ; landness .46 ; 
and Hostility .35. These relatively low interna l consistel~ 
coeffic ents nay ve n significantly influenced by the r of 
items (i. e ., n TAT caros) r subscale (Anastasi , 1982) . 
A ~elf-r rort 4U s ionnalre , which pro ides a I sure of n Ac ana 
was Signed to r fleet th ntire needs sy tel. proposed by rray 
(1938), is th !':dow rds rsooal Preference ,E'(!ule ( rds , 1953). 
Pi f een th re lcal n s , lncluding n Ach, rf' ,IIeasured by the f: ards 
PE'rsonal Pre Sct-.edU Ie (EPPS >. nt m:>tivation d floed 
in th EPPS d s ire for success nrl concern for tl lon. 
P~ards narc Iy fined n Ach to he exclusion of other f ctor such as 
th need for Endur nce, Affili tion , and Change, hich y ha re 
varlance with n Ach. 
Similar to the EPPS , hich provld s scores on s v ral di ferent 
rsonali ty factors , i ~ the californi Psycnol lcal Inventory (Gough, 
19~6). Th r lifocnia Psychologic I Inventory (CPI), suit Ie for s 
thirteen and older, n asures eigh een rsooality factors or v riables , 
two of which rtain to chieven nt motivation . The vaguely defin 
scales of the ~I are Achievement via Conformance , composed of items 
significantly correlated with high school grades, and Achievement via 
Independence, composed of items significantly correlated with coll e 
grades . The manual for the CPI provides little evid nee of rel iabi lity 
and validity . However , the CPI is widely used because it addresses the 
questions of interest to many practitioners , e .g ., the selection of 
talented youth or the prediction of delinquent behavior (Gynthec , 
1978). Little evidence has been reported that t he cpr can predict 
achievement or determine how an individual might be looti va ted to achieve 
i n an academic setting . 
All of the instrwnents described thus far provide scores for 
several different pe rsonality factors , a t least one of whicn is 
achievement motivation . The Motivation Analysis. st (cattell , liDrn , 
Sw ney, & Radcliffe , 1959) differs frOl I. them because it w s de i to 
measure motivation, exclusively. Th Motiv tion Analysis Test ( ~AT) , 
designed for use with individu 1; g s 18 and over, provide four 
motivation scores (Integr t , unintegr ted , Total , and Confl ict) for 
each of five rives ( m~ating , asser tiven 55 , far , narci -discomfort , 
and pugnacity-sadism) and each of lve senti nt st ruc ures ( u 
self- sent inent, ca reer, home-par ntal , nr. t h r t-spouse). The 
n~nua l provides reliability data for each of the four to al tiv tion 
scores only . The MAT is sui table only (or use ith adults . In 
addi tion , the defin ition of motivation loyed in t he T, rticul r ly 
that of achievement Jootivation , is SOl hat na rrow. ".any factor found 
to influence aChievement illOtiv tion (e .g., l>elf-efficacy , n ed for tas 
persistence , and value attached to education) ace not pr s nt in the T 
(Ashton, 1985 ; pry.nier , 1970). 
9 
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In contrast to the MAT , :leveral i.nstruments have ~n developed to 
measure only achievernent ~otivation. These instrw nts di ffer fram the 
I1AT in terms of the theoretical definition of motivation upon hich they 
were hased . Pou r instrwnents were deSigned to exclusively asure the 
aChievement motivation construc as hypothesized by McClelland et al . 
(1953) and/or Atkinson (1964) . These ins trwnellts are the Lynn 
mot ivation scal e (Lynn , 1969); the Mehrabian (1968 , 19 9) Achiev nt 
Scales (Male and Female) ; and the Herrrans mo ivation scale ( r ~, 
1970 ). 
Lynn (1 969) developed an instr ent to provide a ques ionnaire 
neasu re of McClelland ' s concep of achievement .rotivation (i.e. , the 
desire t o compete witn a standard of excellence and a concern for 
competition ). This inst rw nt was deSigned to provide da a cone rning 
the achiev~ment notiv tion of ntcepreoeurs , prof ssors, cs , 
thereby precluding i s use with children. The in 1 eight-it II 
questionnaire was d ri Ved baSed on th r ults of factor lYSis of 63 
original it nlS hypoth sizerl t o asur chi v nent motivation. Lynn 
chose e ight of the iterr~ hich loade highest on singl f ctor ~~ich 
.,., nalllt'I"' acn ll've. n ill'" l V tion. 'I infoCl.,a ion i s provi d con rn i 
th f ct r loanincls of th~ re.~ ini nq 55 i 
ex C,ctea by fa or an lys is . No relianility data 
scale . 8vidence of v lidity .. as d • n<;t rated by 5 
r r rted or t he 
t hi n 
chievers obtain relativ iy high cores on the iostr n ~ . Lyr' 
concluded that the high chievement of th se individlJ Is S sed on 
high n Ach . 
Two instruments which were based on ~tk inson ' s (1964) theory of 
achievement motivation (i .e. , motive to approach success vs. the motive 
to avoid failure) are the :<lehrabian (1968, 1969) achievement scales 
(male and female ver sions ) . The Mehrabian achievement scales re 
developed 0 discr iminate individuals high in n Ach from those low in n 
Ach. Mehrabian · hypothesized that high achievers exhibit less test 
anxiety, are less dogmatic , less neurotic , and less confor ng than low 
achievers · (Mehrabian , 1969, p. 445) . 
Meh raoian's hypotheses were tested by the a "nistrativn and 
subsequent statistical COl rison (i .e ., correlation) of the Mehrabian 
Achieve"ent SCales with measures of test anxiety , achiev nt, 
dogmatism, neuroticism, affiliation, and social sirability. The 
combined . Ie and female scales re correlated significantly with the 
Jackson (1967) Achieve ent SCale (r a .62) ; the s (1 67) ~ s 
Orientation SCale (r • . 20); the Mandler sarason (l 52) s Anxiety 
estionnaire (r · -. 26) : th byeock Ey nc (1963) Neurotici 
SCale (r · -.40); and t he Rok ch (1960) ti~ Sc Ie (r . -. 25), 
Th male and female scales nor on colI e s uOents. 
precluding the us of either Mehr hian scale ith childr n. 
test-retest reli bili ties of.7 for the Ie ersion and .72 for t 
fen~le version were re r ted . 
Anot her instr~nent hich was based on tkinson' s (1964) e 
des igned by Hermans (1970). Herxans developed a self-re et 
questionnaire measure OC aChieve n motivation oe us with dul s , 
• 
This questionnaire was based on the t clusters (i.e., tiv to 
approach success and motive to avoid f ilue ) hypothesi z by Atki~\ 
to constitute n Ach . He rmans included in thi s sc Ie a COl rehensive 
1 
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sample of items which reflected the aspects or chara e:istics of 
aChievement motivation found in the lit rature (Atkinson, Litwin , 1960: 
Feather, 1961: Klinger, 1966: ~iner , 1965). These aspects were as 
follows: aspiration level, risk-taking behavior, upward nobility, 
persistence, ta~k tension, time perception, time perspective, rtner 
choice , recognition behavior , and achievenent behavior. ~u clusters of 
items were proposed by Hermans : achievenent , which is si~~lar to 
Atkinson's motive to approac success : and debilitating anxiety, which 
is similar to Atk i nson's motive to avoid failure . Herwans hypothesized 
that a person who scored high on the chiev nt cluster wou ld score 1 
on the debilitating anxiety cluster, wile a rson who scored low on 
the aChievenent cluster would score high on the debilitating anxiety 
cluster. The questionnaire was administered to 125 Ie 0011 
freshnen. Hermans found the itema within 
achievement and nebili a ing anxiety) to 
ac clust r (i.e., 
hl hly oorrelat 
Twenty-nine items represented an achi v nt motive cluster with a K-R 
20 coefficient of . 82 . Th bilitating anxiety ClUB er of 35 it 
attained a -~ 20 coefficient of .86. Test-ret st reli iltty s not 
reported, 0 significant correlation wa found bet n t e chiev~~t 
and anxiety lusters , thereby providing evidence of disc ri inant 
valid ity. 
Similar to He rmans (1970) , Chiu (1969) and Moen and Doyle (1977, 
1978) nevelo d inBtr~1 nts that ref t the multif ceted ture of 
achiev nent moti vation. However , Chiu and Moen nd Doyle ttr eO to 
measure the more specific construct of 
For example , Chiu (1969) conollcted a study for the pur 
evidence that certain factors are identifiable within th 
tiv tion . 
of providing 
construct of 
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aCldemic achievement motivation. Chiu constcucted a 279-item inventory 
based on the motivational items found in personality and tivation 
questionnaires . Chiu selected 16 variables to which he assigned the 279 
items . These 16 variables were need for achiev nt; motive of 
curiosity; tendency to persist: need for social reinforcements; 
self-concept: concentration and attention: study habits and thods 
achievement pressure; values for aca~nic achievement, education , nd 
knowledge; attitudes toward school, teachecs, and courses: level of 
aspirationl goals and purposes; feelings aboUt past periences 
school performance and anxiety; and fear of failure . The 219-it 
inventory was administered to 285 eleventh-<jr ders. Results wece factor 
analyzed. The analysis yielded six f ctors as follows: positive 
orientation to learning, need or social recogllition, c:adellli' c ability, 
curiosity , motive to avoid ailur , and ce ct ion 0 ex tat ion. Chiu 
concluded that the cademic abili t y factor 
and that the oth r five facto s re iva 
the results of this factorial t udy of 
base upon which an objectiv asure of aoa 
constructed. He call d for further inv ti 
usin a revis sample of factors and i t 
atten~t to develop n ins trument from t he 
items. 
s i nt llectua l in nature 
tonal. Chiu concluded t 
ic tv tton pr a 
ic tiv tion could 
tion 0 c tion 
ve r, he di d not 
Ie of • t enti 1 
Another instrument bas upon the hypothesis that ca ic 
achiev ment rroLiv tion is multif ceted s de ign by n nd DOyle 
(1977 , 1978). Moen and DOyle dey loped t ic tiv tion 
Inventory (AMI) for cesearch purposes nd to acilitate 1sion- inq 
concerning college admissions, curriculum, nd occu tional counseling. 
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The nature of this instrument is multidimensional . Factor analysis of 
the inventory items produced nine distinct and interpretable dimensions, 
which influence academic achievement motivation . These factors were 
desire for self improvement, anti-school, desire for esteem, enjoyment 
of learning, enjoyment of assertive interactions, resentment of poor 
teaching, desire for academic success , desire for career preparation, 
and enjoyment of passive intecactions. Ten-week , test-retest 
reliability was reported to range from .28 to .93 for the individual 
items . Items with coefficients below . 50 were rephrased or discarded . 
No total scale test-retest reliabilities were reported. Internal 
consistency coefficients for the eight scales of the first revision of 
the AMI were reported to range from .62 to .83 (Moen !iI DOyle , 1977). No 
(~ta exist to suggest that the AMI is suitable for use with childr n . 
In this overview of adult measures of achieve nt ivation, 
different types of instruments have been pr nted. These t of 
instruments range from pro jective asures such s the tic 
Apperce tion Test (T~T) to self-re rt qu sti ire such s the 
cademic Motivation Inventory (~~I). In addition to the variation in 
instrument type , the instruments reviewed vary in terms of the 
theoretical orientat ion from which they were developed. Instr nts 
such as the TAT were developed based upon the hypothesis that 
is a function of unconscious processes. hile t TAT as 
tivation 
signed to 
measure various personality factors, it has n used most often to 
measure n Ach. Conversely , instruments such as th AMI were desi ned 
based on the assumption that motivation is a phenomenon under cognitive 
control. In addition , the AMI was d veloped to measure only ca c 
achievement motivation. 
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Children's Measures of Achiev t Motivation . Mny instr ts 
suitable for use with children offer little evi~~ of reI abllity, 
validity , and/or generalizability 
of 
measuring achiev nt tivation. 5ev ral of these instr ts re 
designed to asure a IWCh broader construct than iev.e-.~ 
motivation , i.e., personality; others re igned to repceS!!I'lt 
narrow conceptualization of n Ach as an internal, UflOCII'IScious drive 
which results in a tendency to strive for exoeller~ ~ 
COO'(:letition. Seven of the iOSt instr 8 
a COIilcern for 
ith childr 
will be described and critiqued . 
The Barclay Classroom Cli te Inven~ry ( reI y , 1 7) 
deSigned for use in gr thr through six. 
Climate Inventory (aceI ) is pur rtJ 0 re ian 
other classr OOoll va ri • acel incl . 8i factor sooc 
Achieven~t Motivation , COnt rol- S flity , IntrOYer8ion-~ i~~~ , 
E r qy- Activity, Soc! iHty-Affiliation, r ising •. DcIaiIMJkle. 
r clay hypoth ized that i t "tiv ian 8 
c 
variabl s . In a r v.l 0 this t , I\lolf t 
the meaning 0 the score s uncI r. ni tr t an 0 the 
inv ntory as erly tedious nd campI x, t t factor t t 
rel iabi lity ffiei nts re re ct to .34 to .17, t ely 
chosen criter ion E ur re loyed in f v lidity stud 
d been conducted , tlla Justi lcation for the inclWlion 0 Y it 
s not cl r, I ' tlla ny it unsul Ie f ' 
........ 11"1 chi dr fl 
or whOf th lnstr 
Anoth r instrument del:lig reI y is 
rel y rning 
reI y , 1975). rcl y rRing ~!ds 
1 
Assessment Inventory (BLNAI) was designed to provide infor tion 
concerning the problems of students in grades six through sixteen (i.e., 
college). The BLNAI consists of 82 brief st tents grou into sev n 
scales: Self-C~tency , Group Interaction , Self-Cootrol, Verbal 
Ski ~ls , Energy Level , Cognitive-Motivation , nd Attitude. rcl y 
hypothesized that chievement tivation is not t to 
the other scales included in the BLI'lAl. As with the chie 
IOOtivation scale of the Barclay Classroom Cl ' te Inventory, t.M 
cognitive-lOOtivation scale of the BLNAl is It ' ted by a narr focus 0 
~t influences achiev nt motivation. 
'l'he most si nificant problelll ith the B!.NAI according t o Ha rtnett 
(1978) is limited supporting technical data. lO ta ace pr to 
support grou ing 0 the items into sev n sc les, no standard errors of 
surement ar re r ed , of y lect poor te 
tt ntion in cl 
provided spli -
ing 
), 
f 
rather than Ie rner char teri tics (e •• , pay ng 
and ther(' is I ited evidence 0 reI ility. 
celiabili y coefficients r ng fra .41 to • 1 nd ly 1 
for cision kin concerning indivi - Is. Evi.deJ~ of v idity 
, and th norm group consist . 0 only 433 st . nts. In ition, 
the questionnaire is pr for us with st nts fr sixt-gr 
through college . Recognition that t ic probl (e.g. , 1 
chi eve nt activation , 1 rception of self t ncy) of sixth 
graders y be di ferent fran thos of a colleg senior is no 
ev ident . 
asure of ca ic t tiv tion, the 
Self-Concept nd Motiv tion Inventory (SCAMIN) 101 s 
Mi lchus , and Reitz (1967) to provide a face-v lid of 
nab, 
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self-concept and motivation as related to school. Students a re asked to 
choose a face (e.g. , happy , sad, or nondescript) that inJicates how they 
feel about each statement pr esented . Four versions of he SCAMIN are 
available , each appropriate for a particular a~ group or grade (a~ 
four to kindergarten, grades one to th ee , three to six , and seven to 
twel ve) . No indication is provided concerning the appropr iate version 
of the SCAMIN for students in grade three. Little evi nee 0 
reliability and validity was provided. The nor group was weighted for 
urban minorities and not representative of the united St tes population 
(Shepard, 1978). A clear definition of the construct of achie t 
motivation errployed in the developrent of the SCA."IIN is not provided. 
A relatively tra.ditional asure of tivation in children was 
developed by sweney , Cattell , and Krug (l 70) . t'Cf , cattell, and 
Krug have IXlbl1shed a downw rd xt osion of t he *>tivation Analysis t 
for use with adults , referred to as the School Motivation and Analysis 
Test (SMAT). The SMAT, suitable for a s 12-17, C'On.Sis of tw 
subscale , Total Motivation and Total Con lict. , te t-r t st 
reliability coefficients of .63 for the Total Motiv ion ubscale 
.50 for the Total Conflict subscale r re rt 197). i1 
the SMAT is suitable for re arch cpos 
reliabilities are too low for the SMAT to 
or deciSion-making concerning individuals. 
used 
Three children ' s measures of ac tc achie 
, t st-retest 
nt tivat ion lch 
do provide psychometric properties adequate for rese rch pur es re 
The School Altitude asures (001 n, 1983) , t he 1 
Motivation Instrument (UQuroglu, Schiller , & alberg , 1981), and the 
Junior Index of Motivation scale (Prymier, 1910 l. 
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Dolan (1983) developed the School Attitude Measur s (SAM) to assess 
affective goal s of education (e.g ., self-concept , motivation) . The SAM 
includes five subscales: School Motivation, Aca ic Self-concept 
Per formance Based, Academic Self-Concept R ference Based , St nt 
Control over Performance, and Student Instructional Mastery. The t at 
may be used at three gr de levels: four to six; seven to eight; and 
nine to twelve . The SChool Motivation subscale of the SAM is concerned 
with the effects of students' reac ions to past school ex rience, the 
value they place on school , and how much they want to pursu future 
schooling (Oolan, 1983). The Acade: ' c Self-cortoept Performance Based 
subsc Ie of the SAM was included to ter ine th extent to ich a 
student feels confident about his or her ic ilities and to 
reflect his or her feelings about cl s room rfor~. The ic 
Sel f-Concept Reference Based subscale is concerned with t's 
perception of how oth rs feel about his or her ic 
school perfor nce . The ourth subs Ie, Se e of Con 
Perfor nce , pertains to a student's ption of t 
ihty 
r 
or responsibility he or she poss with re<)ard to se 1. fifth 
subscale , Instructional Mastery , provi 
' the use of time , rs ist nce , tt ntion t o t . , 
seek feedback and self-evalu tion ' (001 n, 1 3, p. 
To deter , ine internal con istency, 001 n (1 83) 
SAM to 153 students repres nting three gr d 1 v lSI 
ills ch 
o 
96). 
inistered the 
fifth, ei th, nd 
eleventh. Each 'lr de level was dminister diff rent version 0 the 
SAM . Coeffici nt lpha" for tho? lotal SAM score re 
five ; . 94 for gr de eight ; nd . 95 for gr elev n. fficient alpha 
for the f ive subscales across gr des five , eight , nd elev n r fr 
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. 35 t o .51. Dolan was not clear as to whether the SAM provides a single 
neasure of attitude toward school or i f only scores for each of the five 
subscales are provided . No indicat ion was provided concerning the 
neaning of the total S!\M score. The SAM appears to provide a neasure of 
school attitude , of which academic achievenent motivation is a 
contributing dinension; it does not appear to provide a multifaceted 
neasure of academic achievenent motivation . The SAM is currently re 
appropr iate for the use of group attitude sse.ssment than for the 
i nterpre ation of an individual ' s att itude toward school, because of 
limited evidence of validity and reliability. 
An instrunent which provides scores s · ilar to those of the M is 
the Multidimensional Motivation Scale (Uguroglu, Schiller , and walberg, 
1981) . Uguroglu , Schiller , and Walberg developed the HUltidi nsional 
Motivation ~ale ( ~~) for u e with children in gr s three through 
eight . Based on the factors found in existing achiev nt tivation 
inventories , 23-i tern inventory including measure of soci 1, 
emotional , and physical self-concept ; locus of cont rol ; nd chie t 
motivation w~s developed. Coeffic i nt lpha for th total t st as 
reported to be .65. Based inis r tion of the to 115 
children in gr d s three through eight , one- r , test-r test 
reliabil ity was re ted t o be . 56 . Score on the Shave n found 
t o be moderately correlated with aca ~Jc chiev nt as sured by t he 
Iowa Test of Educational [)evelopnent (Feldt , Forsyth , Lindquist, Alno , 
& Bel grade , 1968) . The MMS demonstrated s ff icient evidence 0 
reliability and validity foe research purposes ; but the evi ~ for 
deciSion-making concerning individuals ppeared to insufficient. 
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Another insttWllf:nt that provides a IlJJltifaceted ac.'! Ie 
aehieverrent Motivation is the Junior Index of Motiv tion (JI) 1e 
(Frymier , 1970), For the cons ruction of the JIM scale, Pc ec Ii 
lootivation as "an internalized state of ing ich f ed it 
out ardly in particular ways of (p. 56) Pc er also 
hypothesized that IOOtivation W s IOOre a function of the lndi i 1 
a function of signif ican ot.hers (e.g., tecK:f1ler) • Factor YS1 0 
the JIM SCale it produced the following duo Def'lcS QIlS 0 acadellnc 
aehi v lent ~otivation: (a) posi i e-negati e school atti , 
(b) belongingne s-alienation, (e) i Ii 
control-fa ali , (e) optill.i sm--oess 
dogmatism. 
• ( I . {sanal 
, and (f l f1 ibi1i y-
Pcymi r (1970) inistered the 1M scale, J:utUDilml-",m:csan I 
Test O<uhJJl.lIlmfl' Ander , 1963) , 
progr 55 (Educ tiona1 s ing serviCE', 
t 
1968) o 265 
o tD:1C.altional 
_'ltefIU1t-<1r acief _. 
then d vi ed th 265 partie ta into ( i9 
basis 0 JIM seal scor 10 tial • 
Pr re Ii (STF.P I score re then c oc t t 
Si qnif icant F-ra ios re obtai for n elli 
sur s. Frymier al 0 found t t ing hi 
a1s h d high STEP scor s. les vi ng high JI . 
n c ss rily hay high S1~ cor 
Split-half reli bi1ity c:oe ticient , ba on he 
th JIM SC I e to 
t w Iv , r e reported 
ten-ioooth , test-ret st r 
.77 for f 
f!icient 0 .70 
• 1) eo 
1 
r 
t 
inistf on 0 
t , 
ba.sed on he ini tc tion of t JIM 1 to 711 at nt in r 
seven and eight. Internal consistency data were not provided. While 
the JHl SCale has moderate reliability and some evidence of validity, 
the reported reliability coefficients and validity evidence are not 
sufficient to warrant use of the JIM SCale for decision- king 
purposes . 
As is true with adult rr~asures of achievement motivation , 
children ' s measures reflect a wide range of instr~ nt t s (e.g . , 
projective , self- report questionnaires) and heoretical orientations. 
All instruments dP.signed fc r use with children possess insufficient 
evidence of reliability and validity for decision-n~ ing concerning 
individuals. While early instruments (e. g., the BCCI and the SMAT) 
designed to provide measures 0 achi errent tivation or ac c 
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achievement motivation suffer f r Ol s veral significant proble; , three 
instruments (Le. , the SAM , the Mu ltid ' osional ;0 ivation scale, and 
the JIM scale) have de ;onstrated si ifican dvances in the 
of academic achiev~~ nt mot ivation. the instrnmo .... '· " ar s 
in that each re lects the hypothesis that de ic adhie nt 
mot ivation is nultifaceted on und r the control of cogni iv 
processes . 
SumMry 
Seveea l insteun nts have been d veloped foe th pur of 
measuring the achiev ment motive. F iostr nts , howe er , 
l:l cifically address the ac de ic dhiev nt tiv Hon construct . 
With ~ny of the instrl~ nts no d ' tinction is n ti tion, 
achievement mot ' v tion , and aca mtc achievenent getiv ion. Even in 
some instruments which do purport to i hiev, n 
motivation , the d finition 0 th con truct 0 c mic 
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iTotivatiun cQP.s not re l ec cur ren t research (e. f) ., es & Mes , 1ge4 , 
19'35 ; v.<>en r.. Doy l e , 1977 , 1978). In sooe i nstCllJl nts little or no 
indication is given concerning the aut hor's conc~tualization of the 
achievement motivation construct . Many of these instr~~ts appear to 
have been experimenter-developed for the pur se of addressing a 
particular theoretical question or problem, rather than as a 
concentrated attempt to develop a reliable and valid measure of 
achieven~nt motivation. Many of the instruments were developed to 
measure a lTllch broader construct than academiC achievement rotivation 
(e.g., personality or school attitude, of which academic achie~~ nt 
motivation is one factor). Perhaps most importantly, hoWever , these 
instruments possess psychometric pro rties which are not sufficient for 
decision-making purposes . 
Facets of the Academic Achievement Motivation construct 
Applied research efforts suggest that the concept of a ievemen
t 
motivat ion is iToltifaceted (AmeS & AmeS , 1984 , 1985; coyle' Moen , 1978: 
Frymier , 1970: Uquroglu 'alberg , 1979), Several f c oU have n 
For exalll'le , 
found to influence academic chievei nt motivation. 
t hrough factor analysis of the items on the Achiev 
Inventory, DOyle and MOen (1978) found nine distinct 
nt ~tivation 
ctors: desire fo 
sel improven~nt , enjo~nt of learning , desire for est , r s n nt 
sire for career pre ration , en~en 
of poor teach i ng , anti-school , 
of passive interactions , enjoyment of assertive intera tions, and sire 
for academic success . h r facets of the ca ' c chiev nt 
motivation construct include pe rststc:nce (Chiu, 1969), Ileed for v rit'ty 
(Frymier, 1970), fear of success (Frymier, 1970), and need to avoid 
failure (~tkinson, 1964). 
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Another face of academic achievement motivation is self-concept. 
Much research has demonstrated that positive self-concept, or a 
self-perception of competence, is essential for the continuation of 
achievement mot ivated behavior (Harter, 1978 , 1983; K~kla, 1972; Lynch, 
Norem-Hebeisen, & Gergen, 1981; Ma rkus & Nurius, 1984; Parsons , 1982; 
weiner, 1982). Maehr (1974) stated that "the way we corr~ to think abou 
ourselves is a function of experience -- most particularly of social 
experience" (p . 5-6). This is to say that self-perceptions are heavily 
influencP.d by the responses of others . Therefore, Maehr concluded that 
parents and teachers hold the power to "create in the child a certain 
image of himself that affects his continuing interests , spirations, and 
desi res" (p. 6). Maehr believed that a child's self-percept ion 
influenced his or her actions. Simply stated, "individuals most often 
do not attempt what they do not think they can do" (p. 6). 
Development also a ars to be an inport nt facet of academic 
achievement motivation. The manifestation of academdc achiev 
motivation has been hypothesized to be a function of devel 
(Covington, 1984). You~ children perceive that ability and 
nt 
nt 
!fort 
synonymous. During the middle-elementary school years most childr n 
re 
learn to differentiate between ability and effort. still , rrost 
children of this age attribute achievement n~re to effort than to 
ability. By the junior high school years , children begin to vi 
"intelligence as a s table, irrrnutable entity, un ffected by industry or 
zeal" (Covington, p . 90). At this time, "high effort s to imply 1 
ability. especially in failure" (p. 91). In contr t,"l effort in 
success is believed to be indicative of brilliance" (p. 91). CoopareC 
to students oriented toward failure, students oriented toward success 
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are more likely to attribute their successes to skill and effort, and 
their failures to a lack of sufficient effort . On the other hand, 
students oriented toward failure attribute success to external factors 
such as luck, task ease or the generosity of a teacher, and failure is 
attributed to a lack of abil Oty. 
Operational Definition of the construct Measured by the Children ' s 
Academic Motivation Inventory 
The operational definition of acadeillic achievement motivation 
ellPloyed in the present study was that academic ach ° evement tivation 
is a phenoaenon under several cognitive control factors: (a) the need 
for academic success, defined as the desire to be successful in the 
completion of difficult tasks, at ain high standards, and excel ov r 
others ( Ea~ards, 1953; McClelland et al., 1953: MOen coyle , 1977): (b) 
need for variety, defined as the desire to experience variety in one's 
activities, including variety in rout ine acquaintanceS, (Fr er, 1 70): 
(c) n ed for ta.sk rsistence, defined as the need t o con.tirl! a tas 
until it is COII'Pleted (Chiu, 1969:!:Ier s, 970), (d) pir tlon , 
defined s the need to set 15, work t rd the re Ii · tion of those 
goals, and be recognized for outst nding ccOO{)lis nt , 1970): 
(e) need for perfection , defined as t he fear or nxiety c by n« 
meeting the achi v~ nt ex tat ions of one's 1f or at rs ; (f ) 
for stability, d fined as the n for one ' s activiti s, routine , 
clothing, friends , acquaintances , d food to r in he (Flywder, 
1970) ; (g) fear of success, t he anxiety or e oarr n 
is singled out hQng peers s a high chie r ( r 1 70): (h) need 
for affiliation, defined as the n or desire to h friends, be 
accepted by peers, and conform to peer nor (Chiu, 1 69; Fr r, 
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1970); (i) value attached to academic achievement, defined as the extent 
to which an individual values education and educational activities 
(prymier, 1970; Moen & Doyle , 1977); (j) need to avoid failure, the 
need, tendency, or motive to avoid difficult or challenging tasks, 
attribute success to external causes (i.e., luck, ease of task , or 
teacher) , and attribute failure to ability (Atkinson, 1964 ; Chiu, 1969; 
Covington , 1984: Hermans, 1970; weiner, 1972) ; (k) academic 
self-concept , defined as an individual's perception of one's ability to 
do well in academic pursui ts (oolan, 1983; Moen Doyle , 19 7); and Ol 
self-efficacy, def ined as an individual 's perception of his or her power 
to produce effects and expectation of intended results (Ashton, 1985). 
Methodological Issues Concerning Construct Validation 
The validity of an instrument refers to the xtent t o which it 
measures what it purports to measure. validity is conceived as a 
continuum rather than as an absolute. Therefore , instruments are not 
classified as 'va1id ' or ·invalid.· Ins ead, hey re described as 
having di fer nt degrees of validity for pur'[)O;s@s 
parl icu1ar test (Cronbach & Meehl , 1955). 
The validation of an instrument desiyn - to 
relevant to a 
sure construct 
involves the interaction of th construct definition, instrw nt 
development, and data collection (AnastaSi, 1982: Ghi IIi, 11, & 
Zedeck , 1981) , The construct definition is i rtant in the deline tian 
of the population of factors and it r levant to the construct. Fra 
this theoretical domain of actor nd it , a s Ie of i~ is 
selected, Selected i ter...s are hypothesized to reflect 11 of ~ne f~ton 
that influence the construct, in this case -- academic achie t 
motivation. An instrument is developed from the selected Ie of 
i tems 2nd data a re col lected . These data affect the construct 
i nt erpretation of the scores with regard to the construct. 
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Models of Const ruct Validation . Construct validity indicates the 
extent to which an instrument measures the construct that it was 
designed to measure. The first and most irrportant step in the 
invest igation of construct validity is to clearly define the construct 
(Cronbach & Meehl , 1955) . Anastasi (1982) described five procedures 
that contrihute to the construct validation of an instrument: 
developmental changes , i nternal consistency, factor analysis, convergent 
and discriminant validation, and correlations with other tests. 
Cronbach (1960 , 1970 , 1984) suggested that the construct validation 
of a test is similar to the scientific method. ·The construct validity 
of an instrument is established through a long-continued interplay 
between observation , reasoning , and imagination· (Cronbach, 1970, p. 
142) . Imagination referred to the researcher's conceptualization that a 
construct may account for performance on the test. Inference was then 
made that a high score on the test was an indication that an individual 
was high in the trait or char cteristc purportedly rreasured by th 
test . Experimentation was to be perforrred to confirm the res rch r' s 
reasoning (Cronbach , 1970). Cronbach (1970) maintained th t s veral 
research procedures were us ful in the process of construct validation 
(e .g., "ins ction of iterr~ • • . , correlation with practical criteria ••• , 
correlation with ot her tests •.. , factor analysis ••• , int rnal 
correlations . •• , studies of group differences .•• , s tudies of the effect 
of treatment on scores .• • , and stabiliLj of scores on retest · (p . 144). 
sabers and 'nhitney (1976) ma intain that five basic categories of 
evidence provide th criteria upon which the construct validity of an 
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instrument may be judged. Each category is characterized by a 
particular question which is relevant to most validation studies: (a) 
Convergent validity: Does the instrument measure the construct it 
should measure?; (b) Discriminant validity: Does the instr~~nt meacure 
a construct it should not measure?; (c) Sensitivity to Croup Change: 
What conditions produce changes in the scores?; (d) Internal 
Consistency: To what extent do the items and subscales of the 
instr~~nt measure the sarr~ construct?; and (e) t else should be 
known? Of the models described, the sabers and Whitney model provides 
the most canprehensive approach to the investigation of construct 
validity. 
SCale Developnent 
CHAPl'ER I I r 
Method 
Itefll Development . Based upon review of the relevant literature and 
the definition of academic achievement motivation employed fo r the 
purpose of this study (Le., academic achievement motivation is a 
phenomenon under cognitive control hich is reflected by several closelv 
related factors) , a list of factors hypothesized to constitute the 
construct of academic achievement motivati in children was 
determined. The proposed factors were defined as descr ibed or sugqestea 
in the literature . The items were written based on either theories of 
academic achievement motivation and achievement motivation or applied 
research ef forts (i.e., exis ing sur s of ca ic chiev nt 
motivation and achievement motivation ). All it wre ev luated aM 
edited for clarity, brevity , re bility, bi s , CCIlr cy , nd f ce 
validity . Thos reviewing the it rr included the uthor, pro e rs of 
educational psychology, and publlC school psychologists nd 
psychometrists. 
Pilot Testing of t he Iten • Th Childr n ' s Ac c MOti at ion 
Inventory (CAMIl '",as designed to (a) asure only the construct of 
acad mic achi vement motivaton , (b) provide a single asure (i.e., 
score) for academic achievement tivation , (c) reflect the hypothe iz 
mu ltifaceted nature of ac de ' c achiev nt tivation , and (d) be 
2 
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suitable for valid and reliable use with children for both research and 
decision-making purposes. 
Items included in the present investigation were chosen based on 
the results of two pilot studies conducted to perform item analysis and 
determine internal consistency. participants in the first pi lot study 
(Hughes & Redfield , 1985) were 91 eighth-grade students enrolled in a 
junior high school located in southcentral Kentucky . FactorS 
hypothesized to constitute academic achievement ocotivation included in 
the first pilot study were (a) need for a~~c success, (b) OPed for 
variety, (c ) need for task persistence, (d) need for aspiration, (e) 
need for perfection , (f) need for stability, (g) fear of success , and 
(h) need to take risks. 
The results of the f i rst pilot study (HugheS & Redfiel d , 1985) 
yielded coefficient alphas for the eight proposed CA~I f ctors r 
from .46 to .78 . In addition , coefficient alpha for the total scale 
(.86) indicated that t he eight f ctors were at l east ra ely 
correlat€d . Subprogram R liability of the statistical P ck qe for the 
social Sciences ( ie, Hull , Jenkins , Steinbrenner, & nt, 1982) s 
used to determine item-total correlations and Cronbach ' s alpha statistic 
fo r the CAMI and each of its proposed 5 cales. It having 
item-total correlation coefficients below .30 wer discar or 
rewritten. This second study involv a 100-ite CA~1 which re lect 
12 factors hypothesized to constitute t acad ic achiev nt 
motivation construct. The nunber of items r f .ctor r ng fr 4 to 
12. FactorS included in the second pilot study of the CA~I icn re 
not included in the first pilot study were (a) need for affiliation, (b) 
value attached to academic achievement , (c) need to avoid failure, (d) 
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academic " If-concept , and (e) self-eff i cacy. one factor (Le., need to 
t ake risks) was discarded because of low item-total correlations . 
Coefficient alphas for the 12 proposed factors of the second pilot study 
of the CAM! ranged from .04 to . 64 . Again items having it~total 
correlations below .30 were discarded or rewritten. Coefficient alpha 
for the total scale was . 81. 
Construction of the CA."!!. Sixty items fran a pool of 100 piloted 
items were selected for the present version of the CAM!. Five items 
were included in e ch of the 12 hypothesized factors. Each it was a 
six-point Likert type scale. SCale anchors were strongly agree, aglee , 
slightly agree, slightly disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree . 
Although Likert type scales can be cooplicated for children in that 
choices may become too difficult , the use of six anchors shoUld help to 
force differentiation without being overly cooplex. FUrther, an even 
number of anchors can eliminate the anDiguity found in scales containing 
an odd nuntler of anchors with one anchor being of neutrlll value 
(Anastasi, 1982). 
Participants 
participants were a representative , convenience ~e consisting 
of 534 students (269 males and 265 f les). The students re in 
grades six , seven, and eight and attended two junior high schools 
located in northcentral Kentucky. Students whose ages wer greater or 
less than one year outside the appropriate a range for these grade 
levels were not included in the study because students outside this 
range may be differentially motivated . AppCopriate age was defined s a 
birthday falling between May 31, 1971 and May 31 , 1975. 
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Instrwnentation 
The Junior Index of Motivation Scale. The Junior Index of 
Motivation SCale (Fryrnier , 1970) was administered to ful fill the 
convergent validity requirements (Sabers & Whitney , 1976) to provide 
evidence of the construct val idity of the CAMI. The Junior Index of 
Motivation Scale (J IM Scale) was chosen because it was the most 
psychomet r ically sound inst rwnent available and reflects a rr~ltifaceted 
definit ion of academic achievement motivation which is simi lar to the 
concept ualizat ion of academic achievement motivation on which the C\Ml 
was based . The JIM Scale, however, does not include the following 
factors : (a) need ~o avoid fai lure , (b) self-efficacy , (c) need for 
perfection, and (d) need for academic s ccess. Factor analysis of the 
JIM Scale items produced t he following dimensions of achievement 
motivation: (a) positive-negative attitude toward school (value of 
education) , (b) belongingness- al ienation (feeling for other people) , 
(c) idealism-pragmatism (concern for terial things) , (d) rsonal 
control-fat~l i sm (sense of personal determination) , (e) 
optimism-pessimism (attitude toward self and self- confi noel, nd (f) 
flexibility-dogmatism (level of resistance to change and new ideas). 
Ten-month, t es -retest reliability w s reported to . 70 , based on 
the administration of the JIM Scale to 717 students in seventh- through 
twelfth-grades . split-half reliability coefficients , based on the 
administrat ion of the JIM Scale to a sarrp e of 600 students in venth-
through twelfth-grades, were report ' to be . 77 for les nJ . 83 ~ ~~ 
females (Fryrnier , 1970 ). 
The Children's Social Desirability Scale . The Children ' s Social 
Desirability Scale (Crandall, Crandall, & Katkovsky, 1 65) was 
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administered to ex ine the discriminant validity of the CAMI. A 
measure of social desi rability may be used to establish evidence of 
discriminant validity (Anderson, 1981 ; croribach , 1970; Edwards, 1957) to 
insure that individuals do not respond to a questionnaire in an effort 
to appear favorable to others (rnastasi , 1982; ~iderson, 1981 ; Edwards , 
1957). The Children' s social Desirability scale (CSOS) was developed to 
provide information concerning the extent to which an individual '
s 
responses to a self-report questionnaire reflect • ••. ·irrel
evant
• 
influences such as acquiescence and social desirabil ity· (crandall , 
Crandall, & Katkovsky, p . 27). crandall et al. reported a one-rronth , 
test-retest reliability coefficient for the CSDS of .90 for a le of 
956 participants in grades three through twelve. uncorrected spli - half 
reliability coefficients calculated for males and females at several 
grade levels ranged from .69 to .90. Using t he ar n-Brown propheCY 
formula , corrected coeff icients ranged fronl .82 to .95 . 
The resent version 
12 f ctors 
The Children's Academic MOtivation Inventor . 
of the CAM' cons i stS of 60 ite representing the 
hypothesized to constitute academic achievement rrO ivation which re 
included in the second pilot study . Five items re included in ach 0 
the 12 hypothesized factors in an effort to equate the influence of each 
of the 12 factor s on th total CAMI score . A copy of th pre nt 
version of the CAMI appears in Appendix A. 
Kentucky Essential Skills Test . TO demon tr te sensitivity to 
differences in achievement level, total chiev~ nt test stan ard scores 
for math and reading from the Kentucky Essential Skills TeSt w r 
obtained for each participant . Little evidenc of validity an 
reliability exists for the KEST. oata concerning the Standard Error of 
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Measur~ment were available only for the total reading and total math 
scores . The Standard Error of Measurewent reported for the KEST was 
generally higher at all grade levels for both totlll math and total 
reading corrprehension scores than that reported for the Carprehensive 
Test of Basic Skills (Linn, Stufflebeam, Gusky , Kifer , Haney, ~ us , & 
Pedulla , 1986 ). 
Test of Ceqni ive Skills . ~tan ~ rr. scores fr or t he est of 
Cognitive Skills (1982) were oht a i nen or eacn r ici t t o 
investigate sensitivity to differences in cognitive ability. The s 
of Cognitive Skills (TCS), which purports to. asure ca ic aptitu , 
provides a Cognitive Skills Index (CSI) , The Test of Cognitiv ills 
Technical Report (1983) provides evidence 0 concurrent validity and 
internal consistency. To investigate concurrent validity, CSI socr s 
from the 'res wer correlated with 10 cores provided b the Short FoIII 
Test of Academic Aptitude (SF'rM). Based upon the n1 tra ion of the 
TCS and the SFTM to 10, 500 students in gra s through t , 
intercorrelations n the CSI and he SFTM To I IO SCOLe r'anlled 
from .72 to .83 for grades five through ei ht. To tr te tne 
internal consist ncy of the TCS , K-R 20 coeffici nts r calculat 
K-R 20 coeffi Cients for the total SCOre (CSI) ranged fr • 4 to , 8 for 
grades five through eight. 
Teach r-Assigned Math Grades. 
ce 
also obtained for each participant 0 deil~tcate s nsitivlt t o roup 
differences in classroom achiev~ nt. h gr s ac Ii Iv ~~ 
roost objective gra s that teachers as i n because such re 
largely based on objectively scor rfor . nee, A 13- int sc Ie 
(e . g., A+ .. 13; A .. 12; 11.- • 11, etc. ) was used to .alCimi ze 
var iability. 
tne 
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procedures 
superintendents of two school syste,~ located in northcentral 
Kentucky were contacted by letter and personal appoint nt to obtain 
permission to administer the JIM scale , the CSDS , and the CAMl , and 
obtain data on each participant (i.e. , KEST scores , CSI scores, and 
teacher-assigned math grades) . UpOn obtaining the su rintendents' 
permission to carry out the study in each school district , the principal 
of each participating school was contacted to secure per . ssion and e 
arrangemen s to carry out t e study. Per ission was also obtained fr 
those teachers involved in the study. Parents of the students involved 
in this study were notified by lett er. The parent notification 
described the project and indicated its anony!OOUS nature ( ndix 
B). 
The thr instr nts (viz ., the JIM scale , CSDS , CA'U) 
re 
adrninistered by the research r or a classrOOlll t cher , de!JeI1d.ing on 
preference of the school peinei 1 . De i1 instructions re pcavi 
(see Appendix C) in an effort to standardiz ' ni trat on 0 t thr 
instr~~nts to all participants nd to control for potenti 1 nfl~~!S 
of social desi rability and oquiesoence. Social sir liity, s 
ntioned bove , is the sire of an indivi 1 to tt to aPli:Jear 
favorable to thos dminister ing the questionnair (Anast i, 1 . • 
Ancerson , 1981 ; Edwards, 1957). oquiesoence refers ~o an Indi i~ l ' s 
tendency to agree with an it or uestion 0.1 a q sti ire . n ne or 
she is uncertain abOUt particular ite: (Anderson, 1981). To con~rol 
for social desirability , participants re inister the Children' 
social Desirability SCale (crandall, cr~ll , , Kat 0 .y , 1 65): tol 
that these questionnair s were not tes S I and tol that th r rcher 
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was only interested in how all participants felt as a whole, rather than 
how individuals responded (Anderson, 1981). Acquiescence was controlled 
by the inclusion of favorable and unfavorable statew~nts , random 
ordering of favorable and unfavorable statements , and the use of 
relatively short questionnaires (Anderson, 1981). The order in which 
the instruments were administered was counter-balanced. 
Analyses 
RegreSSion Analysis . Stepwise multiple regression analysis (Nie, 
Hull, Jenkins , Steinbrenner, ~ Bent , 1982) was used to demonstrate (a) 
the convergent and discriminant properties of the C~~ based upon JIM 
SCale and CSDS scores, respectively, and (b) sensitivity to group 
differences , wi th respect to the teacher-assigned math grade , CSI , and 
total math and reading scores from the KEST. CAMI scores functioned as 
the criterion variable. SCOres yielded by the JIM SCale , CSDS, 
teacher-assigned math grade , TeS , and KEST as well as teacher-ass igned 
math grades functioned as the predic or variables. Pear 
product-moment correlation fficients were also calculated (Nie et 
al., 1982) to demonstrate th rel ationship between e ch predictor nd 
the criterion. Pearson product-woment oorrel ation coeffici nts were 
calculated because once a predictor enters the s tepwise multiple 
regression equation, only the unique variance contr i buted by subsequent 
predictors is evidenced . 
Factor Analysis. Pr incipal-components factor nal ysi s with var i max 
rotation was performed (Nie et al. , 1982 ) to provide evi nc of 
internal consistency and determ.ine how many factors are measured by t he 
CAMI . Pactor analysis facilitates the determi nation of what variables 
account for variance in the test socres. Principal-conplOents factor 
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analysiL extracts the maximum amount of variance fcr each factcr. The 
first fact .or extracts the largest amount .of variance. Decreasingly 
smaller iJ.JIOUnts .of variance are extracted as each subsequent fa.ctcr is 
calculated. Varimax rctaticn allows fcr the maximum amount .of var iance 
tc be extracted within each factcr (Kerlinger , 1973). 
Coefficient Alpha. Internal consistency was determined (Nie et 
aI., 1982) tc prcvide data con.cerning the extent tc which the items .of 
each prcposed factor and the tctal scale measured the same construct 
(Le., academic achievement motivaticn). Infcrmaticn concerning t 
internal ccnsistency i s important i n prcviding evidence .of how well the 
sample f i ten~ in the instrument represents the domain .of items 
ccnstituting the construct (Ghiselli , campbell, , Zedeck , 1981). 
Internal consistency of the tctal scale and each .of the subscales .of the 
CAM! was determined using Cronbach's coefficient alpha s atistic 
(Cronbach, 1951). 
Results 
Conver ent and Discriminant validit and sensitivit to Grou 
Differences 
Stepwise multiple regression indicated that the combination of JIM 
scale scores, teacher-assigned math grades , CSDS scores , and total 
reading achievement scores provided the best prediction model for CAMI 
scores (R2 : .18 ). JIM scale scores (~: .35) entered the equation 
first (f: 6U.969; df : 1, 407 , £ < . 001) ; teacher-assigned math grades 
entered second (f = 20.348; df : 1, 407; £ < .001); CSDS scores entered 
third (f = 6.104; df 1, 407: £ < . 05); and total reading achiev nt 
scores entered last (f = 4.667; df • 1, 407; £ < .05). Results of the 
stepwise multiple regression analysis are summarized in Table 1. 
Pearson product-moa~nt correlation coefficients were also computed 
to confirm results of the stepwise multiple regression procedure. The 
correlations between CAM! scores and JIM scale scores (£ •. 35 , 
£ < . 001) and between CAMI scores and CSOS scores (£ • . 18 , £ < .001) 
supported the results of the stepwise multiple regression procedures. 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients for the other predictor 
variables with the CAM! were as follows: teacher-assigned math gr des 
1£ = .23, £ < . 001); total reading achievement score~ t ram the KEST 
(£ = . 22, £ < .001); cognitive Skills Index (£ ~ .19, £ < .001); 
and total math achievement scores (£ • . 11, £ < .05). A Pearson 
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Table 1 
Stepwise Mul tiple Regression with CAMI SCOres as the Ceit rion 
Variable; JIM Scale SCOres, CSOS Scores, Teacher-Assigned Kith 
Grades , 'rotal Reading and I'.ath Achiev nt SCOres, and the 
Cognitive Skills Index as ~he Predictor variables ; 
Deletion of Missing Data 
Source df SS 
Total 411 4487.182 
• Regr ession 4 827 . 875 206.969 23 . 022 
JIM SCale (Convergent 
* validity) 1 548.112 548.11 60 . 969 
Teacher-Assigned Math 
• Grade 1 182. 931 182 . 31 .3 
Children 'S SOCial 
Desi rability Scale 
(Discriminant 
•• validity) 1 54 . 878 54.87 . 104 
To al Re ding 
.* Achieve nt Score 1 41.954 41. 954 4. 667 
R sidual 407 3659.3 8 • 
• • • p < • 001. p < . 05 . 
Note: 1Qtal Math Achieve nt SCOre nitty .... ills I lC 
did not nter th prediction tion . 
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prod ct-moment correlation coef icient matrix, reporting the 
relationship between each pair of variables, is presented in Table 2. 
Factor Analysis and Internal Consistency 
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Principal-c~ponents factor analysis with varirrax rotation 
performed on t he 60- item CAM! produced 16 factors with five factors 
having eigenvalues over 1.0. However , one factor, which appears to be 
academic achievement motivation , accounted ~or 43 of the variance in 
CAM! scores . The CAM! , then, consists essentially of one factor . 
Eigenvalues , percentage of variance of the total CAM! score ~~ted 
for by each factoc, and c~~lative percentage of variance accounted for 
by each factor on the CAMI are shown in Table 3. communalities (amount 
of variance item shares with one or more other i ) for the 60 it 
on the CAMI are listed in Appendix D. A factor matrix of the five 
factors with e igenvalues over 1. 0 using principal-components factor 
analysis with iterations is shown in Appendix E. 
Coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951) for the total CAMI s . 9 . 
Internal-consistency coefficients for the CAM! and its 12 proposed 
factors are presented in Table 4. 
Table 2 
Pearson product-Manent Correlations Between the Children's Academic Motivation Inventor the Junior Index 
of Motivation scale . the Children's Social Desirabilitv scale . Teacher-l\ss i 
Skills Index, TOtal Reading Achiever.ent score , and TOtal Math Achievement Score 
variables 
Children'S Academic Motivation Inventory 
Junior Index of Motivation SCale (JIM scale) 
Olildren's &x:ial Desirability scale (CSOS) 
Teacher-Assigned l'IIlIth Grade (TNolG) 
cognitive Skills Index (CSI) 
TOtal Reading Achl e vement score (1'RAS) 
TOtal .... th lIChievement score ('fIV,S) 
. .* p < . 001. p < . 05. 
JIM scale 
• 
.35 
CSDS 
-
TNolG 
-
• • 
.18 .23 
• • 
.09 .26 
•• 
- .11 
Math Grades . the COQnitive 
CSI TAAS TMA.,) 
-
• • •• 
.19 . 22 .11 
• • • 
.24 . 30 . 20 
• • • 
-.23 -.22 - . 21 
• • • 
.50 .43 .53 
• • 
.63 . 64 
• 
.51 
~ 
o 
Table 3 
Eigenvalues of each Factor and Percentage of variance of the ~a1 CAMl 
score Accounted for b each ~actor r~ pr inci 1 
Analysis with varirnax Rotation 
Factor Eigenvalue 
1 11.15339 
2 2 . 37163 
3 1.914 9 
4 1.71616 
5 1.16271 
6 0.97316 
7 0 .921 2 
8 o. 3469 
o. 1574 
10 0 .7424 
11 0.64 0 
1 0 . 6449 
13 0 . 59011 
14 0 . 54883 
15 0 .451 .. 
16 0 . 4445 
Percentage of 
variance 
of Total CAMl 
43. 0 
9.1 
7 . 4 
6 . 6 
4.5 
3. 8 
3. 
) . 
3.1 
. 9 
. 5 
. 5 
. 3 
. 1 
1. 7 
1. 7 
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nt Factor 
CU;aJlative 
43 . 0 
52 .1 
~ .s 
66 .1 
70 . 6 
74.4 
77 .9 
. 3 
1 . 2 
. 7 
9 
4. 
. 5 
98 . ) 
1 . 0 
Table 4 
Internal Consistency of the CAMI and the Twelve Proposed Factors 
SUbscale 
Need for Academic Suocess 
Need for Variety 
Persistence 
Aspiration 
Need for Perfection 
Need for stability 
Fear of Success 
Value Attached to Education 
Need to Avoid Failure 
Academic self-Concept 
self-Efficacy 
Need for Affil iation 
'rotal Test 
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Coefficient 
Alpha 
.61 
.51 
.63 
. 60 
.63 
.51 
.50 
.67 
. 67 
.57 
.58 
.66 
. 92 
Convergent Validity 
C'HAPrER v 
Discussion 
The CAMl was shown to have convergent validity . th rt!9ard to the 
JIM Scale through stepwise ltiple regressiQO analysis (R a .35 ) nd 
the correlation between t he CAM! nd the JIM Scale (£ z .35 ) . JI 
Scale was the first variable to nter the prediction ion (_ z 
60.969; 2f - 1, 407; E < . 001) . The modera e correlat ion be t . 
CAMI and the JIM Scale C£ •• 35) uggest that the CAMI 4nd JIM Ie 
measure , to some extent, a similar construct (Le., c ...... ;;ou·c cbiev._!I\t 
tivationl. 
Alth0u9h the JIM Scale was the most a.ppropc iate instr t 
av ilable for the inv stigation of tne conver t ~ lidity 0 ~, 
the JIM Scale as not the ide 1 instr nt. A probl 0 
the JIM Scale is that it may su re ca ic acnie r t 
academic achiev nt wotiv tion CFr ymier , 1970). Pr ier chose it 
which he found to corr late wi th ca ic eni ~ nt r ther t 
which reflected theories 0 
. c achieve t mo i tian. 
o the 
purposes of the CAMI is to identify stu nts ho have adoElq\.late caCII:!:IUC 
achievement , as measured by standardized achiev nt st , but do 
not r form commensurately in the cl ssroom (e. g., c c 
underaChievers) • 
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The CAMI and JIM SCale are different with respect to the 
hypothesized relationship between academic achievement motivation and 
academic achievement, as measured by standardiz achievement tests . For 
this reason , the CAMI appears to have more face validity and content 
validity than the JIM SCale with respect to the construct of academic 
achievement motivation. Future cr06s-validation studies of the CAAl 
will include the investigation of the relationship between the Ck~ and 
another measure of academic achievement n-otivation such the SChool 
Attitudes Measure (Dolan, 1983) to provide further e idence of 
convergent validity. 
Discriminant Validity 
The CAMI was shown to have discri nant validity ith re to 
the CSDS . While it may a ac that CAMI scores ace related to csns 
scores in that the CSDS was the third variable to enter the reqr ssion 
equation (f" 6.104; ~ '"' 1, 407: £ < .05), caDS scor ccount for 1 ss 
than four percent of the vari nc in CAMI scores (.E. ,. .18). Therefore, 
ad uate discriminant validity wi h re t to soci 1 desir ility is 
dellOnstrated by the present study. same degree 0 social ir lity 
aught be expected to be asur by the CAM! because 0 th socially 
sir able nature of acad ic achiev nt tiv tion. 
sensitivity to Group Differences 
The CAMI was shown to sensitive to grou diff renees by the 
relationship betwe n the CAMI and total r ding and total th scores 0 
the KEST, teach r-assigned th s, and CSI scores . CAAl w s 
expected to be signi icantly and moder tely correl ted with th tot 1 
reading and total th scores of the KEST. Tot 1 r ing achie t 
scores enter d the prediction uation 1 t (f '"' 4.667: df • 1, 407: 
£ < . 05) . Total math achievement scores did not ent r the prediction 
equation . Correlations were calculated bet n total ~ 1 SCOres and 
total reading achievement (£ a .22) and total rna h achie t c£ • 
. 11). 
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Teacher-assigned math grades re expected to be iOOre highly 
related to the CAM! than standardize<i achiev nt te SCOres beCiUISe 
classroom performance Cas asured by teacher ) is affected to a great r 
extent by academic aChieve ent tivation than are S ndacdi 
achievement tes scores . Stu nts are likely to be re highly 
moti vated when taking a standardized achiev nt test than 
each day in class. 
, th grades s the Second vari tle 
to enter the prediction equation CF a 20.348; df • 1, 407; p <. 1). A 
- - -
moderate correlation as obserVed bet n the CAMI score and t 
teach r-assigned lToath qra s C£ _ .23). 
The corr lation bet n he CAMI nd t he csr ed 0 
significant, but lower han the coree 1 tion C\'U 110 t 
other variables becaus studen s of hig r e abil ity re ce 
likely to ex r i n succes 1n the cl uently a 
hi her I v I of c demic chiev nt ivti n. CSI COres ' 0 no 
enter the prediction equ tion. A relat i ly low COrrel tion 
CAMI scores and csr Scor s w s cO rv (£ • • 19). 
Two issues with res t to group difference w icn re not 
addreSSed in th pres nt s udy r hypot ~lZed de 1 a1 nd r 
dift r nees. Future studies of the CAM! 
11 in Sti t 
and 9 nder diff renc s in CAMI cores. 
Th us of the KEST in th nt study, as to re 
reliable and v lid instrun~nt , l ' its h ln~ rpret tion of the t 
4 6 
concernin'l s t anclardizec achi eve .ent . 'I'he K ST scores IoIere t he only 
recent s t ancla rci ized ir.easur of achievell.ent available for t he 
participants in the present s tudy . The scarce ru~nt of evidence of 
reliability and validity which exists for the KEST suggests it may not 
be psychometrically sound for measuring academic achieverrent. Although 
attempts have been made to norm the KEST, it is essentially a 
criterion-referenced test. 'rhe KEST was des igned to measure basic 
skil:s rather than to assess students' levels of academic achieve~t. 
'l'he KEST does not contain items of appropriate difficulty for assessing 
achievement beyond an established minimum standard . Therefore, the 
results of this study are limited in that the KEST may not accurately 
reflect the variance in acadenuc achievement that exists in the 
population. 
Internal Consistency 
The results of factor analYSis of the 60-it ~ I and the 
coefficient alpha support th hypothesis that th CAMI is internally 
consistent (.E. = . 92) in that it neasures ssentially on construct 
enti tled academic aChievement motivation. Althouqh previous 
investigations of academic aChievement motivation have produ up to 
six factors (e .g., Chlu, 1969; Frymier , 1970), factor analYSis of the 
CAMI suggests that academic achievement rrotivation is Single construct 
which consists of several facets . 
The internal-consistency coefficients fo: the twelve prop~~ 
factors (.E. = .50 to .67) appeared to be relatively low C<¥npared to the 
internal-consistency coefficient of the total scale (.E. • • 92). This 
discrepancy is likely due to the fact that each of the proposed factors 
contain only five items . E ch of the twelve proposed factors was 
designed to measure a particular aspect of academic achievement 
1000tivation. 'rherefore, the internal consistency of the total scale 
might be expected to be higher than that for the hypothesi zed factors 
(Anastasi, 1982). 
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Future studies of the CAMl will include investigation of the 
stability of CAM! scores , in addition to internal consistency. The 
stability of the CAMI is important to its validity. The stability of 
the CAM! is also important if it is to be used to measure change in the 
level of academi c achievement motivation of stu nts . 
summary/Conclusions 
The results of this study provide evidence to su rt the construct 
validity of the CAM! . The CAMI exhibits convergent validity with 
respect to the JIM Scale : discriminant validity with respect to the 
CSDS: sensitivity to group differences in achiev nt and bility 
levels: and is internally consistent. 
An educational ilTplication for th us of the CAM! is t 
predict ion of academic achievement motivation differences across 
populations (e.g., academic underachievers vs. achiever). Intervention 
strategies designed to i ncrease stu nts ' level of cade ' c achie t 
motivation may be appropriate for stud nts identified as ac dendc 
underachievers . If the CAMI is to be used to asure chang i n level 0 
academic achievement notivation, then res rch i s n ed to investigate 
its stability. 
Cross-validation of the CAMI is necessary to dernonstrat its 
generalizability to various populations. Investigation of the 
relationship between the CAMI and future and current sures of 
academic achievement motivation such as the SChool Att ' tuOes asure 
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(DOlan, 1983) and the MUltidimensional MOtivation scale (Uguroglu, 
SChiller, & Walberg , 1981) are needed to further deI1Ionstrate its 
convergent and discriminant propert ies. Also needed are cornperisons of 
individual's scores on the CAMI with scores on norm-referenced 
achievement measures that may be more reliable and valid than the KEST . 
Investigations between age and/or grade deve opmental differences in 
CAMI scores are warranted because of the hypothesized developmental 
differences in academic achievement motivation. 
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Appendices 
Appen ix A 
S9 
The Children's Academic Motivation Inventor y 
NAMEo ____________ GRADE AACE : Black ite other 
FOR EACH OF THE FOLI..CMING STATEI'IENTS, PLEASE TELL HOO WE STATD1.ENT 
DESCRIBES 0011 YOO FEEL. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE STA'l"DIEm' IS VERY MUCH LIKE 
YOO, CIRCLE '2.', WliIOi MEANS THAT YOO STRa~LY AGREE. 
PLEASE ANSWER EAOi QUESTlOO BY MAAKING ~ OF 'mE FOf..IDo/It«; OJOlCES: 
a Strongly Agree b Agree c Slightly Agree 
d Slightly Disagree e Disagree f Strongly Disagree 
a b c d e f l. ~n I try har d I usually successful. 
a b c d e f 2. I finish most jobs or assig . nts that I becJln. 
a b c d e f 3. I usually do fIJY very best in ~ tever I do. 
a b c d e f 4. When I do well on a test it is usually becau I 
was lucky. 
a b c d e f S. I have the ability to do 11 in school. 
a b c d e f 6. I work hard on t school ts. 
a b c d e f 7. I set goals for 
a b c d e f 8 . MoSt of t he t I success ul on school 
s ignment • 
a b c d e f 9. 'ihen I do we 11 on test it is u u l1y I 
studied hard. 
a b c d e f 10. If I really try hard , I can do t thi e n 
if they are difficult. 
a b c d e f 11. I usually camplet an assi nt before starting 
on 0 rs . 
a b c d e f 12. ~ work towardti goals. 
a b c d e f 13 . I would like to aCCWf)lish sanething that I 
think is impoctant. 
a b c d e f 14. I feel eJItlArcassed when I ceceive t he highest 
gcade on a test. 
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a Strongly Agce b Agree c Slightly Agree 
d Slightly Dis gree e Disagree f Strongly Disag ree 
a b c d e f IS . I dislike school. 
a b c d e f 16. When I do well on a chool t it is 
usually becau:;e the assi asy. 
a b c d e f 17. I like it when teacners ha us do new and 
different things in clau . 
a b c d e f 18. I usually keep war ing on a probJ. until I 
solve it. 
a b c d e f 19 . I like be i ng succ:essful at thing I do. 
a b c d e f 20. School is . rtant to ure. 
a b c d e f 2l. - en I do poorly on t it is u ly 
I do not have the i1 ty t o do 11 . 
a b c d e f 22. My be t fri ods h t school is 
for ccess n 1 f 
a b c d e f 23. I li e to say done 11 on a test. 
a b c d f 24. I to i 
a b c d e f 25. I try ~ to 1 I tudy rd f c 
t ts. 
a b c d e f 26. Ido 11 on t t it 
the t r f 1 ry f c the 
gr • 
a b c d e f 27. I like to be s ul 1n thi I do. 
a b c d e f 28 . I like t o c ing good t 
t hing . 
a b c d e f 2 • I do ~ tr to do 11 I c in school. 
a b c d e f 30. I us lly war rd on echool oject • 
a b c r' e f 3l. DOing 1 in 1 i i rt t in Ii 
a b c d e 3 • st 0 I t s. 
a b c d f 33 . I like to get on Y chool c'lt. 
a b c d e f 34. nIh v t to do, I lly 
stoct in ndk un il it is 
leted. 
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a Strongly Agree 
d Slightly Disag ree 
b Agree 
e Disagree 
c Slightly Agree 
f Strongly Disagree 
a b c d e f 35. I like for my daily school activities to be the 
same each day . 
a b c d e f 36. I usually do .!!2!. try to do as well as I can on 
tests. 
a b c d e f 37. What I learn in school will be useful for the 
rest of my life. 
a b c d e f 38. Wh n it canes right down to it , students do not 
really have IlI.lch to do with whether or not U.ey 
are successful in school . 
a b c d e f 39. 'l'ihen I do well on a test it is usually because 
of my ability. 
a b c d e f 40. DOing well in school is iJrp>rtant to 
a b c d e f 4l. I do not like it 101 n my teacher tei s ne'o{ ways 
to teach things. 
a b c d e f 42. I ke s ny friends as possible. 
a b c d e f 43. A good education is one of the t rt . t 
thin<Js in life. 
a b c d e f 44. ~ n I e bad gr s in school, it is lly 
becaus I ~ very ct. 
a b c d e f 45. No tter how hard I try , I ually e 1 
grades . 
a b c d e f 46. I usually study h rd for t t s . 
a b c d e f 47. I t tired of doing the t hings in school 
day after day. 
a b c d e f 48. Ido like to be intecru ed ile I 
\o'Orking. 
a b c d e f 49. Alrrost all my cIa s are boring. 
a b c d e f 50 . The per son who has t most control 0 er t 
grades I e is 
a b c d e f 51. I usually do not s uP in cl I 
think I know tM answer. 
a Strongly Agree 
d Slightly Disagree 
b Agree 
e Disagree 
c Slightly Agree 
f Strongly Disagree 
abc d e f 52. like having several different teachers. 
abc d e f 53. My best friends study hard in school. 
abc d e f 54 . SChool would be ITOre fun if we got to try new 
things. 
abc d e f 55. It is not important for other people to think 
that YOU-are s rt. 
abc d e f 56. When I really try hard , I make good grades. 
abc d e f 57. My best friends do well in school. 
abc d e f 58. I would rather have the same teachers all day 
than have to change classes. 
abc d e f 59 . Good fr i ends are important for success in life. 
abc d e f 60. I like teachers who ke us try new things. 
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Parent Notification 
(SChool Letterhead) 
(Date) 
Dear ParentIs) or Guardian(s): 
In he next f ew days your child will be included in a research project. 
Each child wi ll be a ed to answer some quest ionnai res concerning 
achievement rotivation and self-concept. The information ootained fr 
individual children will be anonymous. Only the results of the combined 
test scores for all students will be considered. The purpose of this 
study is to develop a questionnaire which will help identify children 
who are low in the rotivation to succeed in school. Your child ' s 
participation in this study will be beneficial to the devel nt of 
this questionnaire and will be greatly appreciat 
This project will be su rvised by Kevin R. Hughes , school psychologist 
intern, and your child's principal. 
Upon completion of the pro ject , a copy of the results will av 11 le 
at the Board of Education for your inspection. Thank you for your 
cooperation. 
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Sincerely, 
Kevin R. Hu hes 
SChool Psychologi t Intern 
(si nature block for 
hool prinei 1) 
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Appendix C 
INSl'RUCTlOOS 
1. State: ·We want to find out how people your ~ feel about 
di fferent topics. 'e would like for you to answer several 
questions. These questionnaires are not tests. Your answers wil l 
not be read to see how you, as an individual , responded. we are 
interested in how everyone as a group an red the questions. 
Please read each question carefully and choose he answer which st 
tells how you feel.· 
2. Hand out the questionnair s in the order indicated. 
3. For each of the three questionnaires read aloud the directions on 
the questionnaire. 
4. Ask students to writ all the information asked for on ch 
questionnaire. 
5. Encourage the students to think carefully bout how they f 1 and 
use all of the answer choices . 
6. As the students begin to can.plete ach quo stionnair , as the;n to 
carefully check to see that they h ve answered ever ue tion. 
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Appendix D 
COIlfwnality of CAMI Items (Amount of variance item 
shares with one or more other items) 
Item COITil\Una 1 it Y 
1 0. 32608 
2 0 . 32311 
3 0.39612 
4 0 . 33584 
5 0.50767 
6 0 .36781 
7 0. 642U3 
8 0 . 45493 
0.34388 
10 0. 2865 
II 0.67870 
12 0 . 57631 
13 0.3861 
14 0.31501 
15 0.32727 
16 0 .42772 
17 0 . 30388 
]8 0.27578 
19 0. 47952 
20 0.58779 
21 0.41526 
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Comnunali ty 
22 0 .43159 
23 0.39756 
24 0 .37136 
25 0 .27093 
26 0 .43604 
27 0 . 56708 
28 0.53104 
29 0. 57399 
30 0.44424 
31 0 .55624 
32 0.40385 
33 0.42622 
34 0 .45977 
35 0.2926 
36 U.43309 
37 0.45675 
38 0. 29840 
39 0.30742 
40 0. 58634 
41 0.35120 
42 0.29769 
43 0.49042 
44 0.43190 
45 0. 51422 
Item COIlrnunali ty 
46 0.39722 
47 0.43574 
48 0.37290 
49 0 .43975 
50 0 .26560 
51 0 . 32578 
52 0.57688 
53 0 . 66557 
54 0.44421 
55 0 .24645 
56 0.58544 
57 0.61366 
58 0 .57650 
59 0 . 34106 
60 0 . 50206 
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Appendix E 
Factor Matrix using principal-CoffiPOnents Factor Analysis with varimax 
Rotation 
Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Pactor 5 
1 0. 08498 0.19583 0. 02686 
- 0.04389 0.07844 
2 0.08220 0.43694 0.03167 0.01719 0. 08281 
3 0.18122 0.54304 0. 02454 0. 09208 
- 0 . 01678 
4 0.10143 0 .16089 0.36007 0 . 02161 
-0.014 1 
5 0.20649 0. 19664 0.20283 0.12287 - 0 . (){j771 
6 0.1634J 0.52811 0. 01352 0.02559 0 . 03115 
7 0.03875 0.13119 0.02123 0.08746 0. 00538 
8 0.22021 0 . 54339 0.19671 0. 05404 0. 046 0 
9 0.22284 0. 09619 0.04363 0. 03760 0 . 02826 
10 0 .14584 0.14631 0.19291 0 . 0 880 0. 09062 
11 0.07682 0.19989 
-0. 01194 
-0. 02988 0. lU340 
12 C. 05203 U.20146 0.06109 
- 0 . 00158 0. 06466 
13 0.32065 0.14677 0.25840 0.18247 
-0 . 0 3 4 
14 0.13234 0.03804 0.20968 0.04586 
- . 03522 
15 0.15650 0.08497 0.10970 0.13942 0.12234 
16 0. 06640 0.15171 0. 28883 0.0 999 0.12006 
17 0.22730 0.13062 0.07110 0.43696 0. 026 3 
18 0.13401 0 . 29450 
-0.01096 U. 04393 0.06080 
19 0.43242 0.21449 0 .25/53 0.22982 
-0 . 08385 
20 0.64180 0.26819 0.17609 0.07737 0.11388 
21 0.17135 0.OU485 0.58233 0.03159 
-0 . 00459 
72 
73 
!tem Factor 1 Factor 2 Pactor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 
22 0.21671 0. 12263 0.07211 
- 0. 01588 0. 53163 
23 0.33974 0.11828 0.09071 0. 37375 0. 06718 
24 0.48833 0 .16311 0.13384 0.12694 0.07820 
25 0.13242 0.01961 0.16894 0.18711 0 .09985 
26 0. 27189 0. 12889 0.41442 0.07415 0. 05202 
27 0 .54174 0 . 05825 0 . 26426 0 .13848 0 . 03469 
28 0.42662 0.03245 0.12807 0 . 22186 
- 0. 03055 
29 0 .20471 0 .30087 0. 06798 0 . 07623 0.13892 
30 0.27538 0. 32224 0. 01171 0. 15381 0. 15637 
31 0. 66954 0 . 00786 0.02054 0. 01154 0. 06393 
32 0.08318 0.44645 0.22668 0. 06176 0. 02079 
33 0.48387 0 . 13970 0. 09292 0. 07983 0. 05994 
34 0.18169 0. 33785 
-U . 02586 0 . 01190 0.16211 
35 0.11691 
- 0 . 00400 0.22513 0.37 22 0 . 03 93 
36 0.17485 0.13169 0.20174 0. 10195 0. 07025 
37 0.51641 0.09117 0. 03984 0 .15946 0.04704 
38 0.14220 0.12329 0. 27619 0. 22386 0.11704 
39 0. 30305 0.16942 0. 08231 0.14199 
- 0 .02105 
40 0. 59307 0. 22983 0 . 04080 0 .14660 0 .11654 
41 0 . 02367 0 . 04191 0.26672 0.42747 0 .12076 
42 0.25469 0.09719 0.03364 0. 22092 0. 09:163 
43 0.54068 0 .23248 0.03582 0.10072 0.12886 
74 
Item 
~ctor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 
pactor 4 factor; 
-
44 0 .09748 
0 .06267 0 .48953 
O.b .. I.O 0.05239 
45 
_0 .01220 0 .14647 
0 .44902 0 . 02510 
0 .09684 
46 U.19289 
0 . 28359 _0 .00193 
0 .03475 0 . 21976 
47 0 . 07503 
0 .01780 0 . 04539 
0.21036 0 . 03894 
48 0 .37094 
0 .18672 0 . 09012 
0 . 18493 0 .12112 
49 0 .05327 
0 . 06740 0 .06522 
0 .14121 0 .077 8 
50 0 . 17607 
0 .11450 0 . 21191 
0 . 14855 0 .0 678 
51 
_0 .05123 _0.00717 
0 .19669 0.03349 
0 .05154 
52 0 .25268 
0 .09989 0 . 02751 
0 . 11545 0.24779 
53 0 .0130
U - 0.02872 
_0.04199 0 . 1 0 6 
0 .73 89 
54 0.23516 
0 .04764 0 . 01224 
0 .49983 0 .12137 
55 0 . 08079 
_ .03463 0.09099 0.00457 
-0.03625 
56 0 . 25028 
0.09162 0 .10807 
0 .08 24 0.18551 
57 0 .09014 
0.11307 0 .10295 
0 . 130 U 0 .7 04 
56 0 .18750 
- 0 .02317 0 .22671 
0 .15568 0.10107 
59 0.17751 
_0.10927 0 .02464 
0. 13129 O. 4904 
60 0 .19288 
0 .05238 _0.U8952 
0 . 51 7 0.16 
